Request for organizational endorsements: letter on WTO
Dear All,
There is a very dangerous situation evolving in Geneva regarding the
World Trade Organization (WTO), and we’re writing to alert you and to
request your support on a letter from global civil society to negotiators
about the need for a serious change in the direction of the global trade
talks. I just returned from Geneva, and the people who know the most about the
inside deals of the talks, were the most worried that a deal could actually be struck
at the next Ministerial meeting in Nairobi, this December 15-18!
The main goal (of the US and friends) is to clear a path in the WTO to
introduce a dangerous set of new issues that correspond to what they are
negotiating in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which were rejected by
developing countries in the WTO in 2003. These include the so-called
‘Singapore Issues’ like: Investment, Government Procurement, Transparency; and
also State Owned Enterprises; E-Commerce, and more.
They intend to do this by getting rid of the Doha Round, either by
concluding a smaller version (still with tons of bad stuff!), or by
permanently suspending it. The idea is to sideline the issues of developing
countries (such as Special and Differential Treatment and Food Security/agricultural
reform) that are core to the Doha Round mandate, and instead push forward a
neoliberal agenda, both through the current talks, as well as the “plurilateral”
negotiations (such as through the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA), and in goods
towards an Environmental Goods deal and an expansion of the Information
Technology Agreement (ITA-II)).
A main strategy of the US is to split developing countries, by pitting the
Least Developed Countries (LDCs) against the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China,
and South Africa) and other so-called “emerging-market” countries to ensure that
India, China et al also “make concessions” as if they were developed countries –
when they have the largest populations of poor people of any countries! And the
shenanigans involved in the negotiations are crazy: secret Green Room
meetings where ALL African countries and ALL LDCs are EXCLUDED from
the secret talks! The situation has really gotten crazy and we have to respond.
In Our World Is Not for Sale network, we have been clear: after 20 years of
failed policies of the WTO, it is time for a Turnaround! There needs to be an
immediate cessation of all talks for further liberalization, and instead governments
around the world need to start working in a completely different direction for global
trade talks that put jobs, food, and sustainable development issues first. We as civil
society need to send a clear message to turn around the direction of global trade
talks, much like the Turnaround Statement endorsed by 247 organizations in
advance of the last Ministerial.
Please send organizational endorsements to the attached letter, with
country, to Mani at manicandan@gmail.com, by Tuesday, June 23rd.

Please see below for more background. And thank you for your support and
mobilization on this issue!
Thanks,
Deborah James
Our World Is Not For Sale (OWINFS) network
A bit of background: In November last year, WTO members agreed to come up
with a “Work Programme” for resurrecting the “Doha Round” by July 31. As you
know, it had been stalled for years, but since the new Director-General, Roberto
Azevêdo of Brazil, took over in September of 2013, he has been shaking things up.
Unfortunately he is doing it by lobbying WTO members to agree to whatever is
“practical” for the United States. And right now there is an effort by the US and
allies to “re-calibrate” the talks. This is being played out in terms of the US and
friends calling for “new approaches” (which is a code for ensuring that India and
China and the other BRICS take on commitments as if they were developed
countries, and not remain as developing countries in the Round). They are trying to
abandon the “sequencing” that was agreed to (which put the agriculture, along with
goods (NAMA), and the services/GATS and other issues subsequent). In contrast, the
developing countries have always called for seeing the ambition in agriculture
always first, and for using the previous texts (called Rev 4 in Agriculture and Rev 3
in NAMA) as the basis; there are flexibilities in them that they have fought for that
they will lose under a “new” or “re-calibrated” approach. The Third World Network
(TWN) has circulated on WTO-INTL important update articles on these issues in the
last month. In case you missed them: on getting rid of the sequencing here; on
re-calibrating here; bias of the DG here; sidelining of Food Security issue here; LDC
calls for implementing Bali commitments here; Chair’s reports on consultations on
Agriculture and NAMA here.
In addition, a fight has broken out about this direction in Geneva. While developing
countries are raising concerns about the direction of the WTO, the DG Azevêdo is
apparently upset that his Green Room tactics are being criticized, and was finally
forced to report to the membership about the secret talks. A recent mini-Ministerial
on the sidelines of the OECD meeting in Paris reinforced the division among the
countries, with developing countries fighting to change the current system (in ways
that are similar to many civil society demands included in the OWINFS Turnaround
Statement) and the US, EU, Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, and Switzerland
pushing an opposite agenda. Much like when Azevêdo was able to get a deal on
Trade Facilitation – the first trade deal concluded since the WTO’s launch – without
anyone having the time to read the text, most experts in Geneva thought it would
actually be possible to conclude a deal by this December.
Instead, Food Security is supposed to be the main agenda. Last November,
members also agreed to have a permanent solution on Food Security by December
31, 2015. But talks have been stalled as the US refuses to negotiate to allow
developing countries to invest in Food Security.
Letter from Civil Society Regarding Future Agenda of the WTO Negotiations

June XX, 2015
To Members of the World Trade Organization (WTO):
As XYZ organizations of civil society from over 100 countries of the global North and
South, as consumer groups, environmentalists, trade unions, farmers, and other
development advocates, we are writing regarding the wrong direction of the
current WTO talks, and to urge you to substantially turnaround the
negotiations in advance of the December Ministerial in Nairobi. Global trade
policy must be evaluated by whether it contributes to global goals such as food
security and food sovereignty, sustainable development, environmental
conservation, financial stability, expanded access to quality public services, the
creation of good jobs, and the reduction of poverty and inequality. Now after 20
years of experience with the WTO and its corporate-led model of globalization, it is
clear that this particular model of trade has failed workers, farmers, the poor, and
the environment, while facilitating the vast enrichment of a privileged few. Since its
mandate is to further liberalization and increase trade, rather than ensuring that
trade can be an engine of development and the other goals stated above, it is the
wrong institution for governing the global trade system. Unfortunately, some
members are seeking to further the failed model and even expand it; thus it is
urgent to reverse this direction. The transformation of the system, starting with the
amelioration of the worst rules, must be prioritized.
It is well known that most developing countries realized that the conclusions of the
Uruguay Round created a set of agreements in the WTO that left them at a
disadvantage in the global trade system. Since that time, they have circulated
proposals to ameliorate the worst of those imbalances through what came to be
known as the “Implementation Agenda.” Developing countries did not want a new
round of “market access” negotiations launched, which is a position with which civil
society concurs. When developing countries agreed to launch a new round in 2001,
it was with the specific promise – and mandate – that the round would focus on
development issues, which included correcting the existing problems and
imbalances in the WTO, with a particular focus on improving the extremely
unbalanced agriculture rules. Unfortunately, since then, some developed countries
have insisted again and again on relegating the development agenda to the
background, while insisting that their “market access” issues rise to the top priority
in the negotiations. Thus, nearly 14 years after the launch of the Doha Round, the
development issues which members agreed to prioritize still remain unresolved
within the WTO. At this time, this imbalance in the negotiations can no longer
remain status quo.
Wrong Agenda: Further Liberalization of Services and Goods and New
Corporate Wish Lists
Negotiations to further liberalize “trade in services” through the
expansion of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) must be
immediately halted. Strong public oversight over both public and private services
is crucial for democracy, the public interest and development, as well as for the
orderly functioning of the services market. The deregulation of the financial sector

which was encouraged in part through 1990s–era rules of GATS led to the recent
global financial crisis and the ensuing worldwide wave of recessions. In addition, we
particularly oppose the inclusion of any public services such as health care and
insurance, water and energy provision, postal distribution, education, public
transportation, sanitation, and others that must be operated as accessible, quality
public services in the public interest. Before any further services negotiations are
discussed, proper assessments of the potential implications for consumers, workers,
and the public interest must be undertaken, particularly as they relate to the future
development of services for developing countries. For these and other reasons,
detailed in a September 16, 2013 letter endorsed by 345 global civil
society organizations, we oppose the proposed Trade in Services
Agreement (TISA) pluri-lateral and also the potential expansion of GATS
within the WTO.
For similar reasons we oppose the continuation of negotiations to further
liberalize trade in goods through the Non-Agricultural Market Access
(NAMA) pillar. In the negotiations, sectors are being targeted which are of
particular interest to developed country corporations, rather than with a focus on
export opportunities for developing countries. This would jeopardize job growth and
the fomenting of industrial development, particularly in developing countries. The
structural transformation that is required for many African countries and LDCs to
create jobs and alleviate poverty – key aspects of the proposed Sustainable
Development Goals – requires the protection of infant industries, the promotion of
added-value exports, technology transfer, and other tools that were used by every
developed country on their path to development. In addition, the global jobs crisis in
which tens of millions of people remain unemployed cannot be resolved with more
liberalization of trade in goods. Any future negotiations on trade in goods –
including those in the NAMA negotiations but also in the proposed
pluri-laterals including the expansion of the Information Technology
Agreement (ITA-II) and the negotiations on Environmental Goods – must
focus on job creation and the Decent Work agenda developed by the
International Labor Organization working in conjunction with the global
labor movement, rather than on the narrow agenda of reducing corporate
taxes. Expansion of the ITA, and the ITA itself, through setting zero tariff targets for
industrial products is contradictory to the nature of policy space required to use
tariff policy as a tool to advance industrial development and structural
transformation of poor economies. Any discussions in regard to non-agricultural
market access should focus on enabling the process of industrial development
including through reviewing and enhancing flexibilities available to developing
countries and through fulfilling the Special and Differential Treatment principle, such
as providing essential flexibilities under the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment
Measures (TRIMs) that would allow developing countries to use policy tools
important for industrial development.
We also alert members that we are strenuously opposed to the inclusion
of these “new issues” in a fundamentally flawed WTO that has yet to deal
with the foundational flaws of the existing rules. We also understand that
there is a pernicious desire on behalf of some developed members of the WTO, to
set aside permanently the entire development mandate of the Doha Round, and to
replace it with another agenda of issues that would further the profit interests of

their corporations. These issues that have been strongly rejected by developing
countries in the past, including investment, government procurement, and
transparency (the so-called “Singapore issues.”) They also include negotiations on
e-commerce (which would expand corporate dominance of Internet governance and
erode digital privacy and other digital rights); disciplining state-owned industries;
and negotiations on environmental goods and services (which simply appropriate
the positive connations of the “environmental” moniker to further liberalization).
While there are many aspects of the Doha Round to which we are
opposed, failing to fulfill the development aspects while replacing that
mandate with a new mandate that focuses solely on the wrong issues is
the opposite agenda of what needs to be prioritized in global trade.
And as we have previously argued, development must come before
binding commitments on Trade Facilitation. We also understand that WTO
members are being pressured to file their ratifications of the Protocol of
Implementation for the entry into force of the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA).
We reiterate our general opposition to the TFA, as we detailed in a letter from global
civil society on June 6, 2013, particularly because the TFA carries significant
implications at each of the regulatory, institutional, and legislative fronts, would
require short-term and recurring long-term costs, and is likely to increase imports in
some sectors while not contributing to building the productive and trade capacities
of our country. Thus we continue to urge developing countries to delay
ratification, and to file only minimal Category A (binding) commitments.
The Right Agenda: Agricultural Transformation and Special and Differential
Treatment
Instead, developing countries and Least Developed Countries (LDCs) have
made concrete proposals regarding the development mandate, including
implementation issues, strengthening and operationalizing Special and
Differential Treatment (SDT), agricultural reform, and LDCs issues, and it
is these issues which must be re-prioritized as the agenda rather than
discussing more “market access” for developed country corporations.
Along with the SDT agenda, members must urgently begin negotiations to
change the current rules on trade in agriculture, and in particular to
address long-standing concerns about the existing trade-distorting
subsidies that developed countries agreed years ago to curtail or
eliminate. It is outrageous that developed, but not developing, countries are
allowed extensive levels of export subsidies as well as trade-distorting domestic
support, and these damaging subsidies on exported agricultural exports must be
urgently terminated; countries should not be permitted in the WTO to damage each
other’s markets. Likewise, if there are any future negotiations on market access in
agriculture, developing countries must be allowed to protect their domestic
production; they must have recourse to a full range of self-designated Special
Products and an effective and workable Special Safeguard Mechanism, in the event
that their markets experience damaging import surges.
On a parallel track, we urge members to immediately agree to a
permanent solution on food security, by allowing public stockholding

programs for resource-poor farmers to be allowed in the “Green Box.”
WTO members must move beyond the outrageous blockage by the United States of
the proposal to allow the developing countries to engage in public stockholding
programs to support impoverished agricultural producers as well as ensure food
security for their hungry populations. Members must urgently agree to remove this
WTO obstacle to the Right to Food.
In conclusion, any future trade negotiations must focus on the urgent development
needs of countries for global trade rules that facilitate rather than hinder
development, including the transformation of existing rules on agriculture (including
a permanent solution on food security), and the prioritization of Special and
Differential Treatment, implementation proposals, and the LDC proposals; and must
put aside the “market access” agenda of GATS and NAMA expansion – as well as
other developed country corporate agendas. Many of the specific changes that are
urgently required of the global trade system are detailed in the WTO Turnaround
statement of the global Our World Is Not for Sale (OWINFS) network endorsed by
civil society around the world. The first WTO Ministerial in Africa will not be a
“success” if it furthers policies that are against the interests of African, LDC, and
other developing country development. For Nairobi to be a “success” it must
deliver on development and turn around the WTO.
Sincerely,
Initial signatories:
International Organizations and Networks
The Forum is a coalition of 80
not-for-profit organisations working on
issues relating to ACP-EU development
1 ACP Civil Society Forum
cooperation. It seeks to cater for the
diverse range civil society development
issues within the wide geographic
coverage of the ACP group.
ANND is a regional network, working in
12 Arab countries with seven national
Arab NGO Network for Development
2
networks (with an extended membership
(ANND)
of 200 CSOs from different backgrounds)
and 23 NGO members.
LDC Watch is a global alliance of
national, regional and international civil
3 LDC Watch
society organisations (CSOs), networks
and movements based in the Least
Developed Countries (LDCs).
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Pacific Network
(PANG)

on

Globalization

PANG is a Pacific regional network
promoting
economic
justice
in
globalisation with specific attention to:1)
Accountability and transparency in
economic and trade policy processes, 2)
Poverty
eradication,
3)
Equitable
development and sustainable livelihoods
(opportunity, access, impact) and 4)
Food sovereignty and environmental
sustainability.
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National Organization
Labour, Health and Human Rights Development Centre (LHAHRDEV)
FAECYS
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EquityBD
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COAST
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Rede Brasileira Pela Integração dos Povos (REBRIP)
Fairwatch
Econews Africa
Action Green for Trade and Sustainable Development (AGTSD)
Kenyan Human Rights Commission (KHRC)
Bia´lii, Asesoría e Investigación
Institute for Development Initiatives (IDI)
Tanzania Trade and Economic Justice Forum (TTEJF)
Southern and Eastern African Trade Information and Negotiations
Institute (SEATINI)
Eastern and Southern Africa Small-scale Farmers Forum (ESAFF)
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Nigeria
Argentin
a
Banglad
esh
Banglad
esh
Brazil
Italy
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
México
Pakistan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia

